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Abstract

The paper addresses the need for innovation in order to achieve sustainable growth and business development within the manufacturing industry, and further how that can be enabled by striving towards functions. Adopting an open perspective, the paper proposes a function innovation model involving academia, potential function providers and customers in order to create a long-term win-win situation between function providers and their customers.
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1 Introduction

This paper addresses the need for innovation in order to achieve sustainable growth as well as internal and external business development within the manufacturing industry and, further, how that can be enabled by striving towards offering and selling functions. A function is sold when a provider, instead of selling traditional products and services, offers customers a function with an agreed-upon level of availability. Other potential contract parameters to offer a function are with an agreed-upon productivity or result that should be met. Hereafter, the term ‘function’ will denote the concepts of Functional Sales (Stahel, 1997) and Functional Products (Alonso-Rasgado et al., 2004; Lindström et al., 2013 and 2015) as well as Product-Service Systems/Industrial Product-Service Systems (Meier et al., 2010) when sold as availability- or result-oriented.

Innovation, which is essential for the long-term survival of corporations, can be addressed using specific or general innovation models and, in addition, a closed or open innovation perspective can be applied. A specific innovation model targets a specific area and is tailored for the innovation challenges in such an area. A general innovation model may be applied for a wider area or many areas, providing support when addressing the innovation challenges encountered within one or more areas. However, a specific innovation model may provide a better support for a specific area’s innovation challenges compared to when using a general purpose innovation model. Numerous innovation models have been proposed, ranging from specific to general as well as the open and closed innovation perspectives. Examples of innovation models targeting a specific area are: user-centric innovation (von Hippel, 2009), business model innovation (Chesbrough, 2011a; Sawhney et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012), technology/product innovation (Wheelwright and Clark, 1992; Edgett, 2013), service innovation (den Hertog, 2000; Fischer et al., 2012), or product-service systems innovation (Tukker and Tischner, 2006). Further, examples of general innovation models are: integrated innovation (Khilji et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2010), use of networks (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995; Thorgren et al., 2009; Gnyawali and Srivastava, 2013), and open innovation (Lee et al., 2010; Chesbrough, 2011b). Currently, there is a dearth of literature regarding how a function innovation model for the manufacturing industry can be constructed, as well as what specifics need to be taken into account during such innovation.
Chesbrough (2010, p. 355) asserts that the choice of business model is crucial, as “a mediocre technology pursued within a great business model may be more valuable that a great technology exploited via a mediocre business model”. In addition, Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart (2010) underline the need to understand how to innovate business models in order to improve the creation and capture of value. Radical or disruptive innovation is not always necessary (Gallouj and Weinstein, 1997). Commonly, innovation is embodied in incremental development or refinement of e.g., business models, products or services, and may require organizational change, new skills or capabilities. Customers may also need to change in order to adapt to new offerings and possibilities to innovate, and thus gain competitive advantage. However, larger changes or innovations are sometimes necessary to stay competitive. The required innovation will not happen by coincidence or via an organizational bottom-up initiated change. What is required is provider top-management direction and support for changes (Young and Jordan, 2008) combined with provider bottom-up adoption of new ideas (Daft, 1978) for design, development, business modelling and offerings, and that customers need to adapt accordingly.

If a function is offered, to manage the complexity, a consortium of corporations with complementary skills and capabilities may need to be formed and together act as a provider. To innovate within and as a consortium it is possible to use a general innovation model and adapt it, whereas another possibility is to use an innovation model developed for a function context. It is likely that, although adding additional complexity for an organization, a specific innovation model will render a better result than a general one. Thus, since there is no current function innovation model published, the research question of the paper can be formulated as: how can a function innovation model be constructed? Further, the purpose of this paper is to propose, from a largely open perspective, how a function innovation model can be constructed, involving academia, potential function providers and customers in order to create a long-term win-win situation between function providers and their customers. Teece (2010) raises the question as to how to build a sustainable competitive advantage with profit or super profit. The answer, according to Teece (2010), is to excel at innovation of both technology and business models, and to understand the customers and business design options. Having a function in mind, instead of a technology, Teece’s answer is interesting and will be used to analyze the proposed function innovation model.
2 Research Approach

The research has been based on a spiral process (Boehm, 1988) i.e., an iterative process with incremental further refinement over time in terms of evolving requirement analysis, planning, risk analysis, development, testing/evaluation and verification/validation. The spiral process was selected, as it supports additions, changes and refinements with following test and verification/validation over time – and it takes time and a number of iterations to reach a robust function innovation model. Another possible research approach would have been to use action research, which was discarded because the notion of function development processes was too ambiguous at the start and the spiral model offers a clear and straightforward way of addressing the research question, as many parties were involved. The spiral process was adapted to an innovation model development context, as Boehm’s process originally was intended for software development; however, it was later used as a general development/research process by many organizations. The starting point was an initial conceptual outline regarding a functional innovation model for the manufacturing industry, which has been further researched, developed and refined over almost 8 years and 3 iterations. Starting out with a conceptual outline, the testing/evaluation and verification/validation were limited during the first iterations due to lack of robustness and actual implementation. As more knowledge has been gained on function innovation, the function innovation model has become further sophisticated during the spiral iterations in terms of theoretical foundation, actor network and level of details. The first iteration model was exploratory and mainly used to guide the initial research activities, whereas the second iteration model involved academia and potential function providers. The third iteration model, which is outlined and explained in this paper, involves academia, function providers and customers, and targets different organizational levels in order to enable and facilitate change and uptake of new ideas where appropriate. Currently, the function innovation model has partly been implemented at a few corporate/industrial partners. Additional improvement, implementation, testing/evaluation and verification/validation activities are foreseen using action research and case study methodology.

The research process has been driven by the Swedish VINNOVA Excellence Centre the Faste Laboratory¹ at Luleå University of Technology, Sweden, which at the time of writing includes seven corporate/industrial partners.

¹See acknowledgements.
partners as members. Six research subjects at Luleå University of Technology are involved. The corporate/industrial partners are all manufacturing corporations, spanning from small to large and global. The partners do not compete with each other, and may sometimes have business relations with one another. Although the corporate/industrial partners have different offerings, they are all interested in how to best develop, market and sell functions and/or similar concepts such as Product-Service Systems or Industrial Product-Service Systems, either as a provider in a partner consortium or as part of their own offerings. The corporate/industrial partners are all manufacturing corporations with roots in hardware development and additional components have been added to their customer offerings. What the additional components comprise and their weight or importance differs depending on industry and customer segments served. Some of the corporate/industrial partners aim to increase their revenue from soft parts i.e., services, knowledge or know-how, etc., as well as functions sold globally. The potential functions planned or currently being offered, by some of the corporate/industrial partners, differ and have differing emphasis on the composition of hardware, software, service support system and management of operation. Thus, all of the Faste Laboratory’s corporate/industrial partners are not yet to be considered as potential function providers.

Currently, the Faste Laboratory is in the process of developing an innovation model to enable Functional Product Innovation (i.e., function innovation) involving academia, potential function providers and customers. The involvement of potential function providers and customers is crucial. The Faste Laboratory’s nine current research projects, which are divided into three main streams, are further supported and complemented by three additional Swedish and internationally funded projects. The Faste Laboratory is the main vehicle and aggregator in the process and is supported by the other research projects.

The above research process is supported by an international Scientific Advisory Board and an international team of centre evaluators attached to the Faste Laboratory via VINNOVA. Confidentiality agreements in different research projects need to be honoured, and thus all results and ideas may not be aggregated and shared accordingly. However, aggregation of published results is always possible. Within the Faste Laboratory all results can be shared among the corporate/industrial partners. The outcome of using the described research approach is a proposed function innovation model, which will be further improved, verified and validated in future research together with potential function providers and customers.
3 From Products and Services towards Functions within the Manufacturing Industry

This section aims to give a foundation for understanding why functions are of interest and how functions can be embodied within the manufacturing industry. Increasing competition from industrial players with the advantage of lower labour and production costs forces many corporations to reconsider why/how/what they do. Corporations with a global presence often sense where the existing offers continue to work, and where new offers and ideas are required in order to stay in business. Thus, changing or adding new business models can be quite straightforward and business-as-usual. However, in some cases, it can be far from easy and may require a transformation of the corporation and its delivery process.

For corporations that are used to producing and selling products, services or services bundled with products, taking the step towards selling a function may seem attractive. To actually sell a function, with an agreed-upon availability level, where the customer pays for the delivered function only, requires additional thinking and preparation. It necessitates a lifecycle perspective that encompasses business modelling and development, risk management, finance, design and development, support and maintenance, and access to competencies and skills, for example (Lindström et al., 2012a). Today, many corporations and research groups strive to find the keys to new business models such as Industrial Product-Service Systems, Functional Sales or Functional Products. These business models are all related in the sense that they all enable a revenue increase from soft parts such as services, knowledge and know-how – often extending existing hardware product sales. These business models vary in terms of their sophistication and constituents although, compared with selling products combined with services, selling a function brings additional complexity. The additional sophistication allows for additional revenue and intimate long-term relationships between providers and customers, requiring the creation of a clear win-win situation where the provider needs to be able to charge for assuming increased risks and costs.

As providers of functions differ and many of them target different customer segments, the providers in most cases use business models with varying focal points and thus place different emphasis on the business model elements used (Lindström et al., 2013). Further, the providers may also use different measures to operate a function – in particular, depending on the level of availability and criticality – which may affect the innovation model applied (including the business model used).
A Function Innovation Model for the Manufacturing Industry

3.1 What Is Required to Offer Functions and Manage Risks?
To be able to offer functions and manage the risks involved there is a need, during the design phase of the development, to model the level of availability versus cost to offer. This is necessary in order to determine if and how the function should be sold – i.e., to get a viable and sustainable business case. A function may comprise hardware, software, a service support system and management of operation (Lindström et al., 2012a). A function must be developed in such a way that its operation can be monitored, which requires the capacity to extract data regarding the status and usage of the function (Löfstrand et al., 2012). As a function is deployed at customers and put in operation, providers need to monitor the function in order to honour the level of availability agreed upon with the customer. The idea is not only to monitor the operation (and ensure that it is running within agreed parameters) but also to find and locate the root cause of any problem that arises, and not just merely manage the symptoms. Otherwise, such problems will commonly recur unless properly managed (Karlsson et al., 2012). A mind-set and ability to predict problems, and be able to act proactively instead of reactively is crucial (Löfstrand et al., 2011) if there is a challenging level of agreed-upon availability and penalties for non-conformity. Thus, continuous monitoring and optimization of the function and its operation is necessary.

During the operational part of a function’s lifecycle, which can sometimes be 30 years or more, there is an opportunity for small and medium-sized enterprises to provide specialist services remotely and/or on site. Thus, the function provider may need to contract additional provider consortium partners. Adequate collaboration tools, skills and knowing who to put on a mitigation team and when becomes very important for a function provider in order to resolve any arising issues or problems in a timely fashion.

The monitoring of functions and collaboration, during servicing or fault mitigation, should be used to improve and refine the function and its constituents, as well as its operation throughout its lifecycle. In addition, new ideas from customer feedback and unexpected usage can open up for business development in untapped niches, segments or markets.

3.2 Transformation of Existing Products and Services – by Extension or New Development?
An application of the ideas outlined in Section 3 can be that traditional industrially manufactured goods are extended and sold as functions instead. However, it may sometimes be a lot easier to develop a function from the
start, rather than transforming existing products and services into a function (Karlsson et al., 2012). By adding features, during the development, required for a function from the start, it is easier and less expensive to add, for instance, data-extraction by means of interfaces or sensors inside an oil tank, gearbox or motor. Commonly, adding sensors later on is much harder and expensive, and may in many cases not even be possible without expensive re-designs of parts or sub-systems. However, undertaking such transformation activities and efforts may make providers market leaders instead of followers in the future (Karlsson et al., 2012).

The above applies the Internet-of-Things\textsuperscript{2} approach in an industrial context involving machines, production equipment, humans, business models, complex computations on data streams, scalable computing power and sensor data in data streams.

4 Enabling Function Innovation on Strategic and Partly Tactical Levels: Business Modelling and Development, Development Processes and Risk Level Management

As part of crafting a function innovation model involving academia, potential function providers and customers, it is deemed necessary to involve large parts of the providers’ organizations, as these may be largely affected. Thus, top-down and bottom-up perspectives are part of the proposed function innovation model. According to literature (Daft, 1978; Young and Jordan, 2008) as well as the authors’ own experiences, to successfully implement major change required in organizations, initiative, continuous support and engagement from top-level management are needed (i.e., a top-down approach). Otherwise, the implementation will most likely fail. The initiative, support and engagement show that the change is on the top-management agenda and is important. Some of the following research project topics are mentioned in both Sections 4 and 5, depending on the tactical level overlap.

To address function innovation on strategic and partly tactical levels at potential function providers and customers, a number of research projects aimed at business modelling and development, development process and risk level management target the following:

- **business modelling and development**: e.g., the elements of a function business model (Lindström et al., 2013), how to create a win-win

\textsuperscript{2}See http://www.rfidjournal.com/article/view/4986 for Kevin Ashton’s own explanation of the term.
situation (Parida et al., 2014), open operation, how to charge for functions (Lindström, 2014);

- **development process**: e.g., constituents of a function, managing collaboration in provider consortiums (issues related to intellectual property, information sharing/security), information sharing between provider consortium partners and customers during design/development/operation (Lindström et al., 2012b), and how a function development process can be devised (Lindström et al., 2012a);

- **risk level management**: e.g., risks related to providing functions (Reim, 2013), simulation of availability versus cost drivers, availability management (Löfstrand et al., 2011), building and maintaining trust, profitability and sustainability over time.

Getting closer to the business logic on strategic and partly tactical levels can be sensitive, and trust between the researchers and the potential function providers and, in some cases, their customers is essential to get access to data and adequate numbers of people/roles to interview. However, having credibility at tactical and operational levels opens many doors at the strategic (i.e., top-management) level. For purposes of e.g., problematization, data collection, verification/validation studies, implementation of results, and to provide feedback, one or more potential function providers is/are always involved. Further, the different potential function providers share and discuss ideas and experiences among themselves within the boundaries of the confidentiality agreement. The volume of research on strategic and tactical levels is being ramped up, since, owing to its holistic character, it potentially affects large parts of organizations and is thus important for the take-up and implementation on tactical and operational levels.

## 5 Enabling Function Innovation on Tactical and Operational Levels: Development of Processes, Frameworks, Approaches, Tools and Methods

A bottom-up perspective is necessary to engage and change behaviour of employees at different levels in provider organizations, mainly involved in the design and development of functions, to enable the organizational change and take-up of new ideas required.

To enable function innovation on tactical and operational levels at potential function providers and customers a number of research projects aimed at design and development of functions target the following:
• **processes**: e.g., development process for functions and what information to share before, during and after the development process (Lindström et al., 2012a and 2012b);

• **frameworks**: e.g., simulation of availability and optimization of cost drivers, constituents of a function, knowledge integration with learning capabilities (Helgoson and Kalhori, 2012);

• **approaches**: e.g., data-driven design and simulation-driven design (Löfstrand et al., 2011);

• **tools**: e.g., monitoring of functions in operation using data streams from sensors, etc. and other product data (Löfstrand et al., 2012), collaboration tools;

• **methods**: e.g., requirement engineering involving customer testing, methods to analyze causal relationships in functions used to monitor and predict failures (Löfstrand et al., 2012).

Regarding frameworks, in a collaborative function development scenario addressing process planning activities, there is a need to efficiently share and process data, information and knowledge related to pre-process activities (e.g., modelling, design and operation planning), in-process activities (e.g., operation) and post-process activities (e.g., quality verification). In order to support efficient use and re-use of knowledge in such a scenario, a conceptual model and framework for knowledge integration with learning capability has been proposed by Helgoson and Kalhori (2012).

The relations among the researchers and the potential function providers involved in the research projects are based on actual need, trust and cooperation. As is the case on strategic and tactical levels, there is always one or more potential function provider involved (e.g., for purposes of problematization, data collection, verification/validation studies, implementation of results, feedback), and the different partners share and discuss ideas and experiences among themselves. In the past a majority of the research projects have targeted tactical and operational levels. Subsequently, the relations between researchers and potential function providers on those levels are well developed.

### 6 Inspiring and Facilitating Function Innovation: Research in Academia

To drive the research and development of a function innovation model, a research project portfolio targeting problems on strategic, tactical and operational levels at function providers and customers is needed. The research problems for academia can be categorized on a high level according to:
These problems are interrelated, which increases the complexity level further, and present a number of sub-problems. In addition, a project portfolio is necessary to reach a critical number of new ideas, methods, approaches, models, processes, etc., that inspire and facilitate necessary change at the function providers and customers.

A strong reason for academia to be part of the function innovation model is that developing and selling functions are complex, emerging and require new knowledge in many areas. Developing, selling and operating functions are multi-disciplinary problems and may thus require input from multi-disciplinary research ranging from business and financial modelling, contract and IPR management to development, maintenance, availability management and long-term operations planning, etc. Currently, without involvement from academia, the function innovation model would most likely work out; however, probably a lot more slowly than with academic involvement and input. In the future, when more research on functions is available, there will be less need for academic involvement and input.

Aggregation, combination and integration of the results from a project portfolio comprising two sets of projects described below is conducted, and the intent is to make the total aggregated output from the projects larger than the sum of the individual components, and pass that on as input to function providers and customers.

The main academic contribution to the function innovation model proposed in this paper originates from the strategic and tactical-level projects described below:

- research projects funded on a national level involving international cooperation3 with top-class universities and research institutes addressing overarching function innovation topics including: business modelling and development, development process and availability issues. These research projects are necessary for the top-down initiated innovation i.e., targeting potential function providers and customers on mainly a strategic level but also partly on a tactical level.
- research projects funded on national and international levels2 addressing: processes, frameworks, approaches, tools and methods, also required to design and develop functions. These research projects are needed for the

3See acknowledgements.
implementation of bottom-up innovation i.e., targeting the potential function providers and customers on tactical and operational levels.

7 A Function Innovation Model

Figure 1 shows a proposed function innovation model spanning academia, potential function providers and customers. The innovation model has intentionally been kept limited to what can be directly influenced by any of the actors taking part in the innovation model. The innovation model is driven by academia and academic research projects, but also aggregates public results from other research projects in which project participants have participated. Thus, the results from research projects on national and international levels are aggregated, combined, integrated and made available for usage by the potential function providers.

On the far right are academic activities which include the research projects addressing problems and topics on strategic, tactical and operational levels at the potential function providers and customers. The problems are all real and actual problems, formulated together by mainly potential function providers and customers.
and researchers. However, function customers provide input to the providers. The results from a number of research projects are aggregated, combined, integrated and disseminated to the potential function providers and, where appropriate, function customers as well. When appropriate, initial results with large potential are verified, validated and implemented at the potential function providers. Reaching the validation and implementation state is the ultimate objective for the researchers. The industrial objectives that the results should be put into context to provide input and ideas in order to create value for the potential function providers. Thus, the dissemination of research results needs to be carefully planned, targeting adequate roles on appropriate levels at potential function providers.

In addition, targeted and/or public dissemination activities are part of all individual research projects under the umbrella of academia. The value created for academia is, besides publications and funding for doctoral students and senior researchers, the industrial network and additional academic contacts built up in combination with having the opportunity to “go all the way” and take research results from academia to validation and implementation in the manufacturing industry.

In the middle, potential function providers are divided into strategic and partly tactical levels (top) as well as tactical and operational levels (bottom). The different levels address different topics needed to design, develop, market, offer, sell and subsequently operate a function at customers, creating a long-term win-win situation. A win-win situation implies that business value is created and captured for both providers and customers. Examples of possible business value for function providers are: increased revenue (by taking a greater responsibility, and managing additional complexity and risk) and improved competiveness and sustainability. However, a function also poses additional risk and complexity that must be managed throughout the lifecycle of the function. The long-term economic and technical lifecycle considerations differ significantly from when selling, for instance, products and services, and must necessarily be taken into consideration as early as possible in the development of the business case, the function itself as well as the operation of the function (Lindström et al., 2014). The long-term, or through-lifecycle, aspects involve a number of both challenging as well as costly activities and management issues. Examples of such aspects include lifecycle engineering and management, knowledge management, asset management (involving obsolescence/change/configuration management), availability management, monitoring, diagnostics, predictive/proactive maintenance, etc. (Lindström, 2015). The longer the expected lifecycle is,
the more emphasis needs to be put on the long-term aspects to not make mistakes that may cause severe economic/financial impact at a later stage of the operation of the function. Below are further details describing what is dealt with at the top and bottom in Figure 1 at function providers:

- The strategic and partly tactical levels are mostly concerned with: business strategy and planning, business model development, technology strategizing and development, long-term aspects, intellectual property management, development processes, quality, organizational management, human resource management (e.g., skills and competences required), outsourcing, supply chain management, and management of potential function provider consortiums, etc. A provider consortium can have great use for specialized and innovative SMEs. Thus, many aspects must be addressed, many of which are of a holistic character and affect whole or large parts of organizations. A close relation with the customers allows for proactivity, joint strategic and tactical development, discussion on emerging strategic customer needs, and ideas and proper feedback from customers to learn how the function and its surrounding business and technical frameworks can be improved.

- The tactical and operational levels are initially mainly concerned with design and development of functions. During design consideration must also be given to how to manage the operation of the function at customer sites (which can be globally dispersed) over time. To reach a long-term win-win situation, close cooperation between function providers and customers is foreseen as necessary, requiring joint tactical and operational development and discussions on emerging tactical and operational customer needs. Further, a close relation also opens up for bi-directional feedback and ideas to improve the function and its operation for providers, as well as how it is applied and operated at customers.

On the far left are potential function customers who should work closely with the function providers to get the most out of the function procured. As procurement of functions is foreseen to lead to long-term relationships between customers and providers, it is necessary to facilitate a win-win situation from both ends. To achieve this requires dedication, effort and resources (including top-management attention and involvement). The customers should interact with the providers on both strategic and partly tactical as well as on tactical and operational levels, and address/manage the necessary topics on an adequate level. If the win-win situation between a function provider and customer is
skewed, the win-win situation needs to be restored. This is considered as paramount, as the win-win situation can be considered to govern the economic lifecycle (Lindström et al., 2014). Further, trust between the function provider and customer is considered as the most important long-term aspect, and thus the trust needs to be nurtured and invested in (Lindström, 2015). The business value created and captured at customers can be embodied in various forms ranging from: (increasing) revenue, (improved) efficiency/competitiveness and sustainability, and less risk as well as complexity by procurement of a function.

7.1 Scope

Outside of the proposed function innovation model there are a number of aspects and factors affecting the attainment of a win-win situation involving functions; these need to be considered by both function providers and customers. Examples of such aspects and factors are (Lindström et al., 2013):

- **Internal:** corporate history/age/organization/size
- **External:** target markets and geographical coverage

Further, depending on the function and its complexity, provider consortiums (including specialist SMEs) which, together, are able to design, develop, market, offer and sell functions may need to be formed. The customer types, customer offerings and cultures need to be encompassed as well.

The above aspects and factors should be used to build a larger innovation perspective (or system) by the function providers and customers, but are not further addressed in this paper, even though they encircle the proposed innovation model. The reason for limiting the scope in this way is that it would otherwise be too large and complicated.

7.2 Analysis of Outcome

The outcome (see Figure 1) is a proposed function innovation model, currently being developed, which relies on a systemic approach bringing in research results aimed at either strategic and partly tactical levels or tactical and operational levels. However, there is some necessary overlap on the tactical level to provide “organizational glue” which enables any changes required to be initiated both from the top and the bottom (see Figure 1 and function providers). The innovation model creates business value for potential function providers and customers as well as for academia, though in different forms.
Thus, the innovation model creates a systemic win-win situation for the involved actors, and this win-win situation needs to be continuously maintained and developed to yield business value in the future as well. In addition, feedback, ideas and innovations can be input from any of the participating actors.

The proposed function innovation model can be affected by the different properties of function providers and the functions provided. The general framework of the model will most likely remain intact in the future. However, what is researched and its weight/importance, as well as what constitutes the relation’s properties (i.e., bi-directional arrows in Figure 1) depends on whether the function customer and application are situated in e.g., the manufacturing, process (pulp and paper, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, etc.) or mining industry. Although the proposed innovation model is intended for the manufacturing industry, that does not rule out application of the model and function innovation in other types of industries.

Various forms of innovation (e.g., radical, improvement, incremental, ad hoc, re-combinative and formalization as suggested by Gallouj and Weinstein (1997)) are envisaged to be supported in the proposed function innovation model. This is due to the continuous development and improvement of a function during its lifecycle using feedback and new ideas from all actors involved.

Comparing the function innovation model with, for instance, a stage-gate model, in which what is developed is commonly moved from one stage to the next in a gradual refinement, reveals that within the function innovation model the “innovation activities” can take place in many places simultaneously. Thus, there are no stages limiting when and where the innovation may take place.

Analyzing the proposed function innovation model towards Teece’s (2010) raised question on how to build sustainable competitive advantage with profit or super profit, the model does not per se guarantee profit or super profit. However, it matches well Teece’s (2010) answer that what is needed is to excel at both technology and business model innovation, and to understand the customers and business design options. This is accomplished on strategic and partly tactical as well as tactical and operational levels. The model indicates a need for close collaboration and input of new ideas in all directions (i.e., bi-directional relations between the parties). Further, if the customers are able, by using functions, to successfully create and capture business value, the model will most likely add sustainable competitive advantage and create business value for all the involved parties.
8 Discussion

Some features of the proposed function innovation model are discernible in other innovation models e.g., ideas can emerge from within/outside as well as the creation/capturing of value at different actors (open innovation – Chesbrough 2011a, 2011b) from an early stage until the end of a function’s lifecycle. Further, using a consortium to develop and provide a function (use of networks – Thorgren et al., 2009; Gnyawali and Srivastava, 2013) and use of specialized SMEs (Lee et al., 2010) are other features needed in the required integration spanning from research activities to the creation/capturing of value at the function customers.

To develop and subsequently implement a function innovation model, in parts or in its full extent, in a corporation is hard and sometimes not even possible due to internal strategic considerations or other challenges. One of the lessons learnt during the research is that it is easier and faster for corporations to change and take up new ideas such as an innovation model when the risks introduced are comparably small and foreseeable. A further lesson learnt is that the uptake commonly is in parts and not all at once. However, the uptake is necessary for verification and validation of the research to not get stuck at the test and evaluation stage in the spiral process. Future research on the model will focus on further improving and stabilizing it and, finally, verifying and validating it.

The use of a spiral process as a research approach can be discussed if it is more appropriate than using, for instance, an action-research or possibly even a case-study approach. The strength of a spiral model is its simplicity when many people and organizations are involved on several organizational levels. Further, as the majority of the participants in the function provider and customer corporations were not researchers and commonly accustomed with various development processes, using an iterative spiral process was a choice that would create few problems, little resistance and also bring the research to its objective i.e., a function innovation model. Regarding future research, a further validation of the function innovation model may be conducted using action research or a case-study approach. The use of another research approach, enabling method triangulation, to further validate the model would benefit the further development and robustness of the model.

An interesting question is which way/ways of innovation is/are best to reach sustainable growth as well as internal and external business development in the manufacturing industry? Innovation models addressing both technology and business development will likely be more successful, on a long-term
basis, than innovation models addressing only one of them. As innovation can occur in many forms; an innovation model can be embodied in many shapes and there is probably no definitive innovation model. These models are merely adequate or appropriate, as long as sustainable growth and business development occur, leading to creation of business value and a competitive edge. Finally, Karlsson et al. (2012) point out that being able to offer a function can make the difference in closing a deal, and separate market leaders from followers. Consequently, striving towards functions may be essential for future success within the manufacturing industry.

9 Conclusions

The proposed function innovation model contributes to innovation management theory by adding specifics on how function innovation can be set up, involving academia, potential function providers and customers. The three research problem categories (see Section 6) may seem trivial. However, when placed in relation with each other, the level of complexity is raised significantly. Further, the relations in between the involved actors and the respective business value created are described. The business value foreseen differs for each actor, and this is important to understand to be able to create sustainable competitive advantage as well as strong relationships among the involved actors.

The practical impacts of the function innovation model are manifold. It demonstrates that innovation requires contributions from all involved and that different topics need to be dealt with on the adequate levels in organizations. The research activities part of the innovation model must address the needs from the different levels and assist in the creation of an innovation-friendly climate, particularly on the strategic and tactical levels at function providers, to facilitate the uptake of new ideas. The innovation-friendly climate should facilitate the transformation of those ideas into actual business value. Thus, mere technology innovation or business model innovation are not enough. Both are required for function innovation contexts (cf. Teece, 2010) in addition to understanding and closely collaborating with customers.

The proposed function innovation model has a framework that can be generalized and partly transferred to other contexts such as products or services produced by the manufacturing industry. What needs to be altered is mainly what the relations comprise and what needs to be dealt with on the providers’ strategic and tactical levels as well as the respective tactical and operational
levels. What to market, offer and sell is, of course, a key topic to decide on as well.
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